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Abstract 
As society continues to move forward, people are paying more and more attention to 
infrastructure development in cities. In cities, the quality of people's life is closely 
related to the improvement of facilities such as power supply, heating, water supply and 
drainage and communication. However, these facilities usually require the laying of a 
large number of cables and pipes underground, and in order to arrange these pipes in a 
reasonable manner and avoid repeated excavation of roads, the underground integrated 
pipeline corridor was born. Underground integrated pipe corridors have become an 
essential part of modern urban planning and construction. This paper discusses the 
construction technology of integrated urban underground pipe corridor on its 
construction significance, advantages and shortcomings, classification and dilemma, and 
analyzes its construction safety risk evaluation work, analyzes the current dilemma and 
puts forward some rationalized suggestions and countermeasures. Through the analysis 
of integrated pipe corridor construction technology and construction safety evaluation, 
the construction, application and risks of urban pipe corridor projects are thoroughly 
studied and discussed, with a view to providing reference and reference for relevant 
professionals. 
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1. Introduction 

Urban underground integrated pipe corridor (Utility Tunnel), also known as integrated pipe trench or 
common trench, is a comprehensive structure built in the underground space of urban roads, which 
can accommodate various pipelines including common municipal transportation pipes and power 
cables. In the process of urban development and operation, the urban integrated pipeline corridor can 
transport material resources such as water, gas and heating as well as provide drainage and other 
services for city residents, and is the main municipal transportation infrastructure for realizing city 
functions, as well as an important resource transportation system for modern cities. 

The rise of integrated corridor construction is closely related to the world's economic development, 
accelerated urbanization, urban population clustering, livelihood needs and the expansion of urban 
service functions. With the continuous development of technology and techniques, the overall 
structural design aspects of the integrated pipe corridor, as well as the specific construction aspects, 
are constantly being improved [1,2]. In the process of improvement, more efficient technology and 
construction equipment will be applied, while designing a reasonable construction plan, which can 
effectively improve the efficiency of the use of the integrated pipe corridor. Due to the good intensive 
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nature of the urban underground integrated pipeline corridor, coupled with its relatively long use time, 
by doing a good job of the corresponding construction safety risk evaluation, not only can the 
operation rate of the pipeline be improved, but also effectively reduce the occurrence of construction 
safety risks [3,5]. 

In view of this, this paper starts with the construction significance, classification, advantages, 
shortcomings and construction dilemmas of the urban underground integrated pipe corridor project, 
and then elaborates on its construction technology. At the same time, we analyze the key points of 
safety risk evaluation of urban underground integrated pipeline corridor construction to provide 
reference for safety risk decision of construction enterprises. 

2. The Construction Significance of Urban Integrated Pipeline Corridor 

2.1 Maximizing the Use of Urban Underground Space to Ensure Soil Integrity 

The traditional urban planning and development process focuses on visible and tangible infrastructure 
such as ground facilities, roads and bridges. And the underground municipal pipelines, industrial 
pipelines and their communication cables and other hidden facilities are often developed while 
building. This reactive and disorderly development pattern often makes the subsequent burial of 
pipelines more difficult, and under the new requirements has planted hidden dangers to the integrity 
of urban soil. There are several major categories of municipal pipelines such as cable, communication, 
water supply, gas supply, etc. There are also special categories of sewage pipelines, steam pipelines, 
oil pipelines, etc. in urban industrial parks. Different materials, different pipe diameters, different 
transmission media pipelines in the underground burial process attributed to different government 
departments and different enterprises. They often work in isolation from each other, and planning and 
design is only considering their own needs and anticipatory design within the system's industry 
standards. Different pipelines need to be maintained and regularly tested for corrosiveness, and mixed 
buried transmission lines can generate galvanic corrosion, which can affect water supply lines. 
Corrosion leakage of water supply lines can lead to interruption of communication lines, and 
interference of different pipelines with each other can also lead to chemical reactions in different 
media leaks thus inducing explosions and extensive soil contamination[6]. Although different 
underground pipelines are equipped with protective measures such as anti-corrosion layer and anti-
stress interference layer, the protective layer is usually chemical materials, which are not easily 
degradable and will be chalked off or stress damaged in the long run, while organic waste, sludge, 
slag and fly ash are the most harmful to the soil. 

Not only that, the pipeline material and the inorganic pollutants such as acids, alkalis and heavy metal 
salts in the transport medium are also eroding in the process of contact with the soil. Soil is a three-
phase mixture of gas, liquid and solid, with certain physicochemical properties, and can perform 
limited self-cleaning functions. However, if too much organic waste or toxic waste exceeds the soil's 
self-purification capacity, a vicious circle will be created, which will lead to increased soil corrosion 
capacity, and even emit toxins to the ground, seriously affecting the safety of various underground 
pipelines, and inducing environmental pollution, human health and other multiple social problems. It 
is urgent to avoid the interwoven laying of different pipe networks to adequately solve the problems 
of wasted underground space and soil pollution [7,8]. The use of urban underground integrated 
corridor technology for centralized planning, batch construction and space expansion and other 
processing can effectively solve the disorderly development of underground space. Promoting the 
scientific use of urban underground space to maximize the protection of soil integrity is of great 
significance both in terms of ecological environment and economic construction. 

2.2 Avoid Land Pollution Caused by Repeated Excavation of Urban Roads 

In order to meet the functional requirements of cities with different historical characteristics and the 
requirements of the current increasingly intensive urbanization process, people need to continuously 
upgrade roads, communication, power supply, water supply and other infrastructure in the process of 
urban construction. Due to the limitation of cost and urban population, the traditional municipal 
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pipeline laying is usually carried out by direct burial. And with the progress of society, the ever-dense 
municipal pipelines need to be expanded, renovated and renewed for laying [9]. Each construction 
requires large machinery along a certain width of the road for segmental excavation, and no expected 
planned construction and different departments do their own work to the road repeatedly excavated 
construction has laid a hidden problem, coupled with the ground buildings constantly updated, the 
impact of the road and soil disturbance are inconvenient to the normal life of the urban population 
and traffic travel. In particular, a series of road construction work such as roadbed compaction, Rebar 
embedding, pavement blackening, and road marking landmark installation can cause serious damage 
to the environment and also increase the cost of road reworking [10]. Therefore, adopt a unified 
mechanism to anticipate the scale of urban development, adopt the unified deployment of urban 
underground integrated pipeline corridor on the predetermined trajectory, and unify the municipal 
pipelines and industrial pipelines into the scope of integrated pipeline corridor laying to minimize the 
construction scale and shorten the construction time. Comprehensive to avoid repeated excavation of 
urban roads and municipal pipeline leakage caused by soil pollution problems, will be the city road 
once and for all planning construction, to extend the life of the road, comprehensive improvement of 
traditional direct buried municipal pipeline of various disadvantages, comprehensive urban 
infrastructure to enhance the functionality and modernization level. 

2.3 All-round Avoid Soil Corrosion Pipeline, Improve the Service Life 

The pipe material is usually composed of X80 steel, armored rubber wool protective body and foam 
plastic and other substances. If buried directly into the ground will cause the ground road to collapse 
and cause damage to other ground buildings, while the urban underground integrated pipeline corridor 
can fully isolate the contact between the soil and the pipeline [11]. According to incomplete statistics, 
the conventional underground integrated pipeline corridor can isolate more than 70% of the harmful 
substances in the soil, and its pipeline service life is 2.8 times higher than the traditional way of direct 
burial, and the inclusion of hazardous substances media and flammable and explosive substances 
media pipeline facilitates the daily inspection and maintenance work, so that people can be the first 
to find problems and repair work, reduce the amount of pollutant leakage, fully avoid large-scale 
pollution of the environment, and effectively extend the service life of the pipeline. 

2.4 Strengthen the City's Ability to Prevent Disasters 

The historical legacy of the earth buried directly in the way part of the municipal pipeline was 
constructed at a time when the city had no high-rise buildings and no rail transit facilities such as 
subways were planned. And today's urban road traffic flow degree and different construction 
construction induced sudden changes in earth stress makes the traditional municipal direct buried 
pipeline in the natural settlement based on external damage, especially the gas pipeline mainly high-
pressure active media as a representative of the municipal pipeline flange leakage and corrosion 
leakage events in recent years has risen sharply [12]. At the same time the buried pipeline depth is 
limited, even if the stress damage is circumvented, if encountered quarterly high and low temperature 
climate or earthquake and other strong natural disasters, the municipal pipeline will collapse and there 
is little hope for emergency repair [13]. The use of urban underground integrated pipeline corridor 
can be different municipal pipelines according to the level of vulnerability and protection degree of a 
certain reinforced concrete protection body wrapped, in a certain amount of reserved expansion and 
construction space on the basis of all-round to ensure the independent operation of different pipelines, 
do not interfere with each other. All-round prevention of ground building construction brought about 
by soil disturbance and different environmental changes in the ground load sexual damage, even if 
encountered with high temperature, cold, earthquakes and other natural disasters will not be paralyzed 
all urban functions, and local rapid repair to improve the possibility of urban development. 
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3. Discussion on Construction Technology of Urban Underground Integrated 
Pipeline Corridor 

Urban underground integrated pipe corridor construction technology has promoted the economic 
development of various regions and is of great importance for electric power, communication, electric 
heat and water supply systems. Domestic urban underground integrated pipe corridor construction 
methods are generally divided into two categories according to the characteristics of engineering 
technology, namely, trenching construction method and non-trenching construction method. This can 
help the relevant staff to solve problems in a targeted manner according to the actual situation of the 
construction site. Construction technology features are classified as shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Technical classification of integrated pipe corridor construction 

Construction 
methods 

Construction 
techniques. 

Related Concepts 

Slotted 
construction 

method 

Cast-in-place 
construction 

method 

A method of excavating a foundation pit from the surface under 
the action of the support structure, and then constructing inside 

the pit when a certain depth is reached. 

Prefabricated 
assembly 

construction 
method 

Need a large number of prefabricated and large-tonnage lifting 
equipment, the requirements for technology are relatively high, 
and the cost of the project is also relatively high; construction 
progress is fast, to ensure safe and reliable construction quality 

Non-trenching 
construction 
Construction 

method 

Concealed 
excavation 

method 

A type of construction technology for the concealed construction 
of different types of cavities in the soil layer closer to the 

surface. For some urban areas there are soft and weak 
surrounding rock strata, and the construction of underground 
works is carried out in the case of shallow burial. In order to 
ensure the construction quality of the corridor, the geological 

conditions are modified to prevent foundation settlement, grating 
(or other steel structures) and spray anchors can be used as the 
first step of support, this construction method is called shallow 

buried concealed excavation method 

jacking 
construction 

method 

During the specified working period, the pushing force generated 
by the jacking equipment is used to overcome the friction 

between the pipe and the surrounding soil, to jack the material 
pipe and reinforced concrete pipe into the ground according to 
the original design, and at the same time, some excess earth is 

transported out by the equipment. 

Shield 
construction 

method 

The main use of large shield machinery for excavation 
construction process, now the shield construction method is 
mainly divided into mud and water shield and earth pressure 

shield two methods 

Ramming pipe 
construction 

method 

The main use of the hammering force of the rammer, the gravity 
of the soil layer under the pipe, so that the purpose of the buried 
pipe hardness can be achieved. But the size of the hammering 

force of the rammering hammer is difficult to control, the 
accuracy of the ramming pipe construction technology is not 

high, and only applies to steel 
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3.1 Open Cut Cast-in-place Construction Technology 

The open-cut cast-in-place method is used more often in the construction of urban underground 
integrated pipe corridors. Construction using the open-cut cast-in-place method allows for a large 
area of work and can shorten the construction period [14]. Dividing the whole project into different 
construction sections can improve the construction efficiency. The open-cut cast-in-place method is 
simple, low cost, and can ensure the quality of construction, but the use of the open-cut cast-in-place 
method will obstruct normal traffic and affect people's access. On flatter terrain of the site, if there 
are no surrounding buildings that need to be protected, a large excavation can be carried out, but 
piping and well-point precipitation are required [15]. The open-cut cast-in-place method is less 
difficult to construct, and also does not require special enclosure and is fast. Mechanized operation 
can reduce the construction cost, but the excavation area is larger and the technical requirements for 
backfill are higher. 

3.2 Construction Technology of Open Excavation Prefabricated Assembling 

The open excavation prefabricated assembly method is more advanced and scientific compared with 
the open cut cast-in-place method, and is more commonly used in developed countries. The use of 
the open excavation prefabricated assembly method requires a large-scale prefabricated plant and also 
large-tonnage transport equipment for support, which is very demanding and costly for the 
construction technology of the project [16,17]. The prefabricated elements have integrated pipe 
corridors with pipe seats and also reinforced concrete with bases. The open excavation prefabricated 
assembly method has more guaranteed engineering quality compared with the open cut cast-in-place 
method, especially the quality of precast concrete culvert assembly, which can also effectively shorten 
the construction period, and also has the advantage of environmental protection. 

3.3 Construction Technology of Pipe Jacking Method 

The method first requires prefabricated pipe pieces, using jacks to press the prefabricated pipe 
sections into the soil layer, using mechanical, hydraulic or manual methods to remove the soil on the 
front side of the pipe sections, when all the front pipe sections are jacked into the soil layer, the 
subsequent pipe sections to continue jacking in the back, so that a section of the pipe sections will be 
jacked in turn, make the connection between the pipe sections and waterproof, anti-corrosion and 
other measures [18]. The process of pipe jacking construction method is relatively simple, short 
duration, less investment equipment, and relatively small impact on the ground. The disadvantages 
are that the geological conditions are less adaptable, the location of the pipeline is not easily and 
strictly controlled, and the corrective measures are more complicated [19]. 

3.4 Shallow Buried Concealed Excavation Construction Technology 

The shallow buried concealed excavation method is mainly carried out underground close to the 
surface, and is suitable for construction in the case of poor ground lithology and complex environment. 
The special environment of the shallow buried concealed excavation method can highlight the greater 
advantages, while it is more flexible, has less impact on the road, does not affect the normal life of 
residents, and is conducive to the construction of the city. During the construction of the shallow 
buried concealed excavation method, the initial support is designed according to the load and then 
the second masonry, both of which require a special load design. The use of a variety of auxiliary 
methods for over-support can provide a certain effect of surrounding rock reinforcement, and also 
strengthen the bearing capacity of the surrounding rock [20]. When excavation is carried out in 
different ways, it is possible to form a support joint with the surrounding rock; the use of monitoring 
equipment for information feedback to achieve the purpose of safe construction. 

3.5 Shield Method Construction Technology 

The shield method belongs to a class of construction methods that involves tunnel construction under 
the protection of a shield. The shield method involves excavation underground, which requires ground 
boring, earth exit and masonry, as well as a shield tail gap grouting operation, under the protection of 
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a shield. In the process of excavation, the groundwater should be discharged in time to control the 
settlement of the ground, and the construction technology is demanding. The use of the shield method 
for the construction of urban underground integrated pipeline corridors is mechanized throughout the 
construction, which is simple, enables construction management, and is safer and faster [21]. The 
shield method can play a better protection effect on the structural texture of the project, the risk of 
settlement caused during construction is smaller, it is easy to control the construction, the site 
occupied by the construction is smaller, it does not cause too much disturbance to the surrounding 
environment, and it can be carried out next to the building [22]. However, the ability to adapt to 
changes in construction is poor, and the use of shield method for construction is costly and cannot be 
effectively controlled if surface settlement occurs; it is difficult to carry out radius tunnel construction. 
However, with the development of corridor technology, more urban corridor construction using shield 
method is more popular. 

3.6 Construction Methods for Various Types of Sections 

In the process of urban underground integrated pipe corridor construction, the construction unit 
should choose different construction technology methods according to different situations. For 
example, for circular cross-section, the slotted construction method of prefabricated assembly or the 
construction method without slotting such as jacking construction and shield construction should be 
chosen. For rectangular sections, prefabricated cast-in-place construction or shield construction 
should be selected. For the form of anisotropic sections, the shallow buried concealed method of 
jacking construction should be chosen [23]. Special attention should be paid to the fact that the 
prefabricated assembly construction method is more restricted by the size of the section, and the 
lifting weight should preferably be controlled below 20t. 

3.7 Construction Technology of Foundation Treatment 

With the expansion of urbanization construction, the length of urban underground integrated pipeline 
corridor construction project has been as high as several kilometers or longer, the excavation process 
may encounter relatively hard rocks, more complex terrain, coastal soft foundations, etc., which 
eventually lead to the emergence of poor foundations. It is difficult to control and manage the 
accuracy of the foundations because the hole spacing along the survey is not possible to be too small, 
and it is impossible to control the foundations during the excavation process [24,25]. In order to 
excavate according to the actual condition of the foundation, the staff concerned should pay attention 
to the following points: (1) Enhance the trench inspection, if it appears that the layer of miscellaneous 
fill is not thick and solid, you can dig it all out and increase the thickness of the bedding layer. If the 
miscellaneous fill layer is larger and thicker, the staff concerned can use methods such as rolling and 
compacting to reinforce the hardness of the soil layer. In addition, it should not be underestimated 
when you meet places such as dry wells, pit pond and washouts, and it should also be tested. (2) pay 
attention to the coastal areas, the coastal areas of the soil moisture content is relatively high, low 
bearing capacity, small hardness, easy to deformation, improper handling will occur in the pipe 
corridor leakage, seepage phenomenon, for this situation related staff can use fill, pile pre-pressure, 
CFG pile and other treatment foundation, can effectively solve the foundation deformation problem. 

3.8 Pipeline Support Construction Technology 

The common pipe trench is generally used in the case of pre-built bracket management system, where 
the relevant staff needs to set the pre-built parts during the construction of the frame structure [26]. 
The position of the bracket pipeline arrangement should be installed according to the design plan, and 
in general, anchors are used to fix the pipeline, and all wires and pipeline brackets of the bracket 
structure should comply with the relevant national quality testing standards [27]. If the quality of the 
project for the use of electrical wires and pipe branch has been set specifications, the relevant staff in 
the procurement of construction in accordance with the design plan, in order to achieve "low 
consumption, high yield" way to complete the entire corridor construction. 
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4. Key Quality Control Techniques for the Construction of Integrated Pipe 
Corridors 

4.1 BIM( Building Information Modeling) Technology Application 

Municipal comprehensive pipeline corridor project generally contains one or more kinds of pipelines 
such as electric power, communication, reclaimed water, water supply, gas, etc. The construction 
process at the complex nodes of the integrated pipeline corridor is bound to have the phenomenon of 
pipeline collision between various professions, and the parallel construction of multiple working 
interfaces is bound to bring numerous difficulties [28]. The BIM technology has powerful functions 
in 3D simulation, construction organization and design, construction schedule simulation, 
comprehensive pipeline arrangement, and later operation and maintenance [29]. In the application of 
urban integrated pipe corridor design and construction, the application of BIM technology is the 
general trend and will have a strong vitality. 

4.2 Waterproof Construction Quality Control 

Underground integrated pipe corridor waterproof construction strictly follow the "prevention, 
drainage, interception, blocking" principle, through the implementation of comprehensive measures 
and the application of appropriate waterproofing materials to meet the waterproof construction 
requirements [30]. For the water-rich section, the section with a large amount of water needs to adopt 
appropriate waterproofing measures according to the specific circumstances of the water, such as the 
burial of multiple straight diameter plastic pipe instead of the traditional waterproofing construction 
of soft permeable water pipe, and auxiliary mold spray concrete construction technology for support 
[31]. In the water section, waterproof board surface soaking wet welding construction quality is 
difficult to control, which should be laid a layer of waterproof board to draw water, and then based 
on the design requirements for waterproof construction, reasonable deployment of waterproof board. 
For sections with large water volume, curtain grouting and water plugging construction technology 
can be used to optimize its water plugging effect. 

4.3 Critical Node Processing 

Waterproof treatment and deformation control of urban underground integrated pipe corridor is the 
focus of the corridor project, but also a difficult point, which mainly due to the natural properties of 
the underground linear structural form of the corridor, once the foundation produces uneven 
settlement, it may cause a local abrupt change in the linear slope of the structure, which has a certain 
impact on the gravity pipeline in the corridor; In addition, if the location of structural joints or 
expansion joints is not strictly controlled during construction, it is highly likely that misalignment 
will occur, which will lead to structural water seepage or even the inability to connect the pipelines 
in the integrated pipeline corridor as designed, and may also cause pipeline frustration and twisting 
or even damage during operation [32]. Therefore, the foundation settlement must be strictly controlled, 
and should strengthen the node waterproofing design and construction quality. 

To avoid such situations, first of all, should ensure that the foundation pit bearing capacity of the pipe 
corridor to meet the design requirements, bearing capacity is insufficient, must be processed, 
according to the actual situation on site can be taken to replace the fill, strong ramming, gravel pile, 
CFG(Cement Fly-ash Gravel) pile and other measures; on the other hand, settlement observation and 
displacement deformation monitoring should be strictly carried out, and once obvious changes such 
as a sudden increase in the amount of subsidence or uneven settlement are found to be more obvious, 
they should be dealt with in a timely manner. In addition, the location of the structural joints or 
expansion joints must strengthen the waterproofing design and construction quality control, can be 
used in full waterproofing package plus concrete mixed with permeable crystalline material 
waterproofing program and minimize the construction joints to avoid the "water curtain hole" 
phenomenon. 
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5. Safety Risk Evaluation of Integrated Pipe Corridor Construction 

5.1 The Importance of Construction Safety Risk Evaluation of Integrated Pipe Corridor 

In recent years, the state has paid more and more attention to the construction of urban underground 
integrated pipeline corridor, as a modern and intensive infrastructure, once there is a serious urban 
underground integrated pipeline corridor construction safety risks, will affect the stable operation of 
the underground pipeline. Due to the late start of China's urban underground integrated pipeline 
corridor, to a certain extent increased the difficulty of the construction safety risk evaluation of the 
underground integrated pipeline corridor. By doing a good job of safety risk evaluation of urban 
underground integrated pipeline corridor construction, it can effectively reduce the occurrence of 
safety risks of underground integrated pipeline corridor construction and ensure the efficient 
management of various pipelines in the underground pipeline corridor. 

In addition, through a comprehensive evaluation of urban underground integrated pipeline corridor 
construction safety risks, we can ensure that the underground integrated pipeline corridor construction 
safety risks are comprehensively controlled and effectively reduce the occurrence of pipeline corridor 
construction risks. For the relevant researchers, according to the distribution of underground pipelines, 
to create a reasonable underground integrated pipeline corridor construction safety risk evaluation 
model, in order to ensure the overall construction quality of the urban underground integrated pipeline 
corridor on the basis of reducing the probability of urban underground integrated pipeline corridor 
construction safety risks. 

5.2 Safety Risk Classification of Pipeline Corridors based on Kent's Method 

The Kent (KENT) risk index method is one of the most widely used risk classification and evaluation 
methods in the field of pipeline safety evaluation, which divides pipelines into segments according to 
the conditions along the route (e.g., population degree, soil condition, cladding condition, and other 
factors), and classifies the risk of each segment according to third-party damage, corrosion, design 
defects, and mishandling factors, scoring them item by item [33]. The urban integrated pipeline 
corridor is a complex of multiple pipelines, so the Kent method can be used as the basis, while 
considering the special characteristics of the corridor. Based on the composition of the integrated 
pipeline corridor system, the original classification method of Kent method was combined to classify 
and analyze and evaluate the hazard sources of the urban integrated pipeline corridor [34]. 

5.2.1 Safety Risk Classification Level and Structure of Urban Pipeline Corridor 

Urban integrated pipeline corridor safety risk classification hierarchy system can comprehensively 
include the Kent method of individual pipeline risk factors, while combining the characteristics of 
the corridor, taking into account the role of the internal and external environment and the interaction 
between events, the formation of the overall system for the integrated pipeline corridor safety risk 
classification identification system architecture. On the basis of Kent method, combined with the 
characteristics of integrated pipeline corridor system, the hierarchical analysis method is used to 
classify the safety risk of urban integrated pipeline corridor into two primary factors: "internal risk, 
external risk"; under the internal risk, there are three secondary influencing factors: "corridor body 
itself, pipeline itself, pipeline interaction"; two secondary factors of external risk: "environmental 
factors, human factors". In the internal risk classification, the design factors of the Kent method are 
incorporated into the pipeline itself factors in the internal risk; third-party damage is divided into 
human damage and environmental damage, and human damage and mishandling factors are included 
in the human factors of external risk, while corrosion factors in the Kent method are categorized in 
environmental damage and environmental damage is included in environmental factors. The 
Comprehensive pipeline corridor safety risk classification system, see Fig.1. 
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Fig. 1 the Comprehensive pipeline corridor safety risk classification system 

5.2.2 Urban Pipeline Corridor Safety Risk Factors and Characteristics 

Internal risk factors: the basic component subsystems of the integrated pipe corridor system are taken 
as the object of study, and only the safety accidents arising spontaneously from the basic component 
systems themselves are considered. When carrying out risk identification, the integrated pipeline 
corridor system architecture is established, the basic components of the subsystem has a unique 
certainty, the internal risk factors are relatively fixed, the dynamic change is small, so the internal 
risk factors show more of a static fixed characteristics. 

External risk factors: The study is based on the integrated pipe corridor as a whole and includes 
changes and impacts on the safety aspects of the urban integrated pipe corridor system during the 
operation of the corridor. Internal and external environmental changes and human factors are highly 
uncertain, and their occurrence time, frequency and degree cannot be accurately predicted, and chance 
is greater than necessity. The main characteristics of external risk factors are episodic dynamics, 
partially predictable but difficult to accurately predict and determine, with a high degree of 
uncertainty. 

5.3 Determine the Type of Construction Safety Risk 

In order to ensure that the safety risk evaluation of urban underground integrated pipeline corridor 
construction can be carried out smoothly, researchers need to clarify the types of integrated pipeline 
corridor construction safety risks and select the corresponding risk evaluation indexes according to 
the problems that often occur during the construction of urban underground integrated pipeline 
corridors [35]. Usually, the construction safety risks of urban underground integrated pipeline 
corridor are mainly divided into the following types, respectively, the risk of mechanical injury, the 
risk of electric shock and the risk of falling from height, etc. Due to the weak safety awareness of the 
corridor construction personnel and incomplete grasp of the construction process of the underground 
integrated pipeline corridor, to a certain extent, affect the construction progress of the city's 
underground integrated pipeline. 
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After clarifying the type of safety risks of urban underground integrated pipeline corridor construction, 
researchers need to combine the relevant provisions in the Risk Management Risk Assessment 
Technique to make a comprehensive evaluation, find the significant risks in the process of 
underground integrated pipeline corridor construction, and select the corresponding risk evaluation 
indexes to further improve the safety of urban underground integrated pipeline corridor construction 
by combining the problems that occur from time to time during the construction of the corridor. 

5.4 Compliance with the Principles of Construction Safety Risk Assessment 

In the process of construction safety risk evaluation of urban underground integrated pipeline 
corridors, researchers need to strictly adhere to the principles of construction safety risk evaluation 
[36,38]. 

First, the principle of operability, the data of each risk evaluation index is accurately recorded, and 
after comprehensive analysis, feasible risk control countermeasures are formulated. Secondly, the 
principle of rationality, researchers should find the risk factors affecting the quality of urban 
underground integrated pipeline corridor construction, and carry out comprehensive management and 
control from the root. Finally, the principle of credibility, to ensure that the construction data of the 
underground integrated pipe corridor more accurate, improve the timeliness of the construction data. 

In addition, researchers should improve the original construction safety risk evaluation method 
according to the overall operational characteristics of the urban underground integrated pipeline 
corridor, and unify the construction data, and determine the final construction data after 
comprehensive analysis and research. While improving the reasonableness of construction safety risk 
evaluation of urban underground integrated pipeline corridors, the overall operation effect of 
underground integrated pipeline corridors is continuously improved. 

5.5 Construct a Perfect Construction Safety Risk Evaluation Index 

In the process of constructing safety risk evaluation indexes for underground integrated pipe corridor 
construction, researchers need to focus on the following issues [39,40]: 

First, to do a good job of predicting the index construction results, and to discard the wrong index 
construction results in time. 

Second, to verify the feasibility of the evaluation index model, clarify the safety risk factors of 
underground integrated pipeline corridor construction, and continuously strengthen the safety 
management of urban underground integrated pipeline corridor construction according to the previous 
construction safety risk evaluation index. 

If the urban underground integrated pipeline corridor construction workers adopt backward 
construction technology, it is easy to trigger large-scale construction safety risks, so the researchers 
concerned can ensure a more stable urban underground integrated pipeline corridor structure and truly 
realize the reliable operation of the underground integrated pipeline corridor by constructing 
reasonable construction safety risk evaluation indexes and providing advanced construction 
technology for the construction workers. 

By building a perfect construction safety risk evaluation index, it can better improve the risk control 
effect of integrated pipeline corridor construction, ensure the smooth implementation of urban 
underground integrated pipeline corridor construction safety risk evaluation, and play a good role in 
promoting the stable development of urban economy. Researchers also need to accurately calculate 
the correlation of each construction safety risk evaluation index, clarify the relationship between each 
risk set, and quantify the relationship between the two sets in the set pair. 
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6. The Dilemma of Urban Underground Integrated Pipe Corridor Construction 
and the Analysis of Strengthening the Effectiveness of Construction 

6.1 Analysis of the Dilemma of Urban Underground Integrated Pipe Corridor Construction 

The construction of urban underground integrated pipeline corridor is systematic and complex. There 
is a need to find the interface between current urban development and the future urbanization process. 
To meet the premise of underground space given to try to save construction costs and strengthen the 
ability of follow-up control. Therefore, the author outlines the current dilemma of urban underground 
integrated corridor construction as two aspects of high construction costs and management difficulties. 

(1) High construction cost. China's current urban underground integrated pipeline corridor is still 
relatively small, the use and promotion in the city is slow, especially in some small cities almost no 
integrated pipeline corridor. The essence of the reason lies in the high investment capital of the 
construction of the integrated pipeline corridor, which requires a large amount of money at the early 
stage of construction to be able to carry on, and the cost in the construction process is also relatively 
high. In the early stage of the construction of the integrated pipeline corridor, the various engineering 
pipelines have to be concentrated together, which is a larger project, so it increases the difficulty of 
the construction of the corridor. In the construction of comprehensive pipeline corridor in small and 
medium-sized cities, for example, the communication system to add branches also to connect with 
the original route, but the newly added engineering pipeline into the comprehensive pipeline corridor, 
the original and scattered engineering pipeline connection problems need to be considered, the 
original engineering pipeline to be modified, in this process will not only spend a lot of money, but 
also spend a certain amount of human and material resources. It can be seen that the high cost is one 
of the dilemmas faced by the construction of integrated pipe corridors. 

(2) Difficult to manage. Comprehensive pipeline corridor belongs to the municipal engineering, in its 
management will involve many aspects of the problem, so there is a certain degree of difficulty in the 
actual management. In the management of urban underground corridor construction, if the pipeline 
burst or other reasons for the death or injury of construction workers, these responsibilities should be 
implemented to what person is not clearly pointed out. These loopholes can affect the construction of 
integrated urban underground management corridors. The main reason for this is that the laws and 
regulations for the construction of the integrated pipeline corridor have not been implemented, which 
leads to a certain degree of difficulty in the management of the construction process of the integrated 
pipeline corridor. 

6.2 An Effective Way to Strengthen the Construction of Urban Underground Integrated 
Pipeline Corridor 

Urban underground integrated pipe corridor construction in addition to the need for unified 
government planning and unified management, but also the need to introduce social capital for the 
construction of financial support. Among them, in introducing social capital and expanding 
investment in construction, the government can take the lead and bring together bank funds, stock 
funds and construction party cooperative equity funds in a unified operation. Comprehensive solution 
to the shortage of funds with the help of multiple financing sources. Secondly, in terms of process 
design and post-maintenance, the relevant departments are bidding for design solutions, optimizing 
the design, making the urban underground integrated pipe corridor system according to local 
conditions, making innovation and making characteristics. 

(1) Introduction of social capital. The construction of urban underground integrated pipeline corridor 
is a social project, which is taken from the people and used by the people. In terms of capital operation 
mode, it is possible to carry out the first construction in the form of government funding, and then 
carry out the later maintenance and operation in the form of operator joint venture. Strengthen the 
management and technical input to make the integrated corridor functional and durable to achieve 
full unity. In addition, the inverted triangle model of "transfer-use-transfer" can be carried out, i.e. 
social investors buy the ownership of the completed urban underground integrated pipeline corridor 
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from government departments and operate the integrated pipeline corridor project during a specific 
operating period, recovering the investment and gaining the relevant benefits in the process. The 
government can also use these funds in the construction of other integrated corridors, and the 
government has to recover the ownership of the integrated corridors after a specific operating period 
has expired. 

(2) Optimized design. Because each city is geographically, economically and culturally different, the 
infrastructure pipeline services vary from city to city and have different requirements for interfacing 
with each other. When the construction of the integrated pipeline corridor, its design curing should 
be integrated and unified, with a certain degree of foresight. The construction of the integrated 
pipeline corridor should be designed and planned simultaneously with the roads on the ground, and 
should be constructed simultaneously. Enough space should be reserved in the integrated pipeline 
corridor to facilitate the entry and exit of staff and related equipment. Underground integrated pipeline 
in the construction is completed, you can build a special corridor maintenance unit or department, so 
as to carry out unified corridor equipment maintenance and maintenance work, which can not only 
improve the efficiency of integrated corridor maintenance, but also convenient management. 

7. Conclusion 

Through the overall discussion of this paper, a detailed introduction to the city and the region of the 
integrated pipeline corridor, integrated pipeline corridor is an integral part of urban development and 
people's development, only reasonable design of the construction of the integrated pipeline corridor, 
while integrating some other aspects of the factors to improve the overall effect of the design. 
Strengthen the management of construction to reduce problems during the construction process. In 
accordance with the relevant requirements, every detail of the construction is carefully handled so 
that the construction quality of the integrated pipeline corridor can be effectively improved, reducing 
the construction time and helping to improve people's quality of life. By determining the type of 
construction safety risks, complying with the principles of construction safety risk evaluation, and 
constructing perfect construction safety risk evaluation indexes, etc., we can ensure that the 
construction safety risk evaluation of urban underground integrated pipeline corridor can be carried 
out smoothly and continuously reduce the occurrence of integrated pipeline corridor construction 
safety risks. 

In addition, the construction of integrated urban underground corridors in addition to the need for 
unified government planning and management, but also the need to introduce social capital for the 
construction of financial support. But at the end of the day, government regulation and collaboration 
are needed, and the work must be carried out reasonably under the legal framework. Ultimately, we 
will make innovations and specialties in design solutions, construction quality and cost control 
according to local conditions, and make due contributions to the development of modern cities. 
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